




1.1 Epistemology:  key concepts



What is Knowledge?

• Traditional definition: justified true belief.



What is truth?

• Correspondence theory:  true claims have a 
kind of picture-like relationship to the world.

• Aristotle’s being theory:  truth is existence.
• Deflationary theory:  “P” is true if and only if 

P.

We will take truth as a primitive!



We distinguish philosophical claims 
from those indifferent to truth

• Martin Heidegger (1889-1976):  claimed that 
most talk is idle talk.

• Harry Frankfurt (1929-):  introduce a related 
concept of bullshit.  

• Victorian writers called it “humbug.”



Heidegger’s Idle Talk

Because [Idle talk] has lost its primary relationship-of-
being towards the entity talked about, or else has never 
achieved such a relationship, it does not communicate 
in such a way as to let this entity be appropriated in a 
primordial manner, but communicates rather by 
following the route of gossiping and passing the word 
along. What is said-in-the-talk as such, spreads in 
wider circles and takes on an authoritative character.  
Things are so because one says so.



What is Knowledge?

• Traditional definition: justified true belief.
• Revised definition:  properly justified true 

belief.





What (properly) justifies a belief?  
Three views (not a complete list!)

• Foundationalism (about x):  the view that 
beliefs (about x) are justified if they are 
consequences of (or otherwise made more 
likely to be true by) a foundation of 
indubitable (or at least very likely true) beliefs.

• Coherentism (about x):  the view that beliefs 
(about x) are justified if they cohere with one’s 
other beliefs.

• Satisfaction of the scientific method (for 
empirical claims only!)



How do we get knowledge?  
Three views. (Also not a complete list!)
• Rationalism (about x):  the view that knowledge (about x) is gained 

primarily (or sometimes: only) through reason.  Rationalists also 
tend to believe that:
– We have some important innate beliefs
– We can accurately judge our own mental states

• Empiricism (about x):  the view that knowledge (about x) is 
primarily (or sometimes: only) gained through experience.  
Empiricists also tend to believe that:
– We do not have important innate beliefs
– Our judgments about our own mental states are just as fallible as our 

judgments about the external world
– We learn about the world primarily by identifying regularities in our 

experiences
• Scientific method.



Acquisition versus justification

• Empiricism and rationalism are views about 
how we primarily acquire knowledge.

• Coherentism and foundationalism are rival 
views about how we justify a belief and show 
that it is knowledge.



Be sure to distinguish these 
metaphysical views!

• Idealism:  the view that the world is made of 
ideas.

• Materialism/Physicalism:  the view that the 
world is made of material or physical things.



Extreme properties that some 
epistemological theories have

• Relativism (about x): having low epistemic 
standards (about x), so that many (and 
perhaps even contradictory) statements  
(about x) are believed to be true.

• Skepticism (about x):  having high epistemic 
standards (about x), so that few statements  
(about x) are believed to be true.



An example of a famous skeptical 

argument (David Hume (1711-1776))

It appears, then, that [the] idea of a necessary connexion among 

events arises from a number of similar instances which occur of the 

constant conjuction of these events….  But there is nothing in a 

number of instances, different from every single instance, which is 

supposed to be exactly similar; except only, that after a repetition of 

similar instances, the mind is carried by habit, upon the appearance of 

one event, to expect its usual attendant, and to believe that it will 

exist.  This connexion, therefore, which we feel in the mind… is the 

sentiment or impression from which we form the idea of power or 

necessary connexion….  The first time a man saw the communication 

of motion by impulse, as by the shock of two billiard balls, he could not 

pronounce that the one events was connected: but only that it was 

conjoined with the other.  After he has observed several instances of 

this nature, he then pronounces them to be connected….  When we 

say, therefore, that one object is connected with another, we mean 

only that they have acquired a connexion in our thought….



NOTE:  one can hold these views in a 
limited way

• For example, it is consistent to be, all at once:
– A rationalist about ethics
– An empiricist about physics
– An idealist about mathematics
– A materialist about mind and body
– A relativist about aesthetics
– A skeptic about theology….

• That said, many philosophers tend to defend 
these views in a more global way.



1.2 Foundationalism



We’ve discussed foundationalism

• Foundationalism (about x):  the view that 
beliefs (about x) are justified if they are 
consequences of (or otherwise made more 
likely to be true by) a foundation of 
indubitable or at least very likely true beliefs.



But what is a “consequence”?

• Suppose A and B are groups of one or more 
sentences.

• We say B is a consequence of A just in case:  
necessarily, if all the sentences of A are true, 
then all the sentences of B are true.



1.3 Coherentism



An alternative to foundationalism

• Coherentism (about x):  the view that beliefs 
(about x) are justified if they cohere with one’s 
other beliefs.



“Coherence” defined
(in the strongest way)

• By “contradiction,” we mean two sentences that cannot both be 
true.  For example:  Tom is now in Paris and Tom is not now in Paris.
There are also single sentences that are contradictory (these are 
sentences that cannot be true):  Tom is and is not now in Paris.

• A set of sentences A is coherent if there is no contradiction in A (or 
in the consequences of A).

• Two sets of sentences A and B are coherent with each other if there 
is no sentence in A (or consequence of the sentences in A) that 
contradicts a sentence in B (or consequence of sentences in B), and 
vice versa.

• (NOTE:  defined in this way, it is unclear what it means to say 
something is “more coherent” or “less coherent.”  Perhaps it means 
it is harder or easier to identify a contradiction, or that 
contradictions are less or more likely to arise in a way that matters 
to your work.)



1.4 Scientific method



An example: Ignaz Semmelweiss

• 1818-1865
• Studied deaths in 

the Vienna 
General Hospital 
from 1844-1848



Vienna General Hospital



The data
• Deaths of mothers in childbirth in the First 

Division:
– 1844:  8.2%
– 1845:  6.8%
– 1846:  11.4%

• Deaths of mothers in childbirth in the Second 
Division:
– 1844:  2.3%
– 1845:  2.0%
– 1846:  2.7%

Source:  Carl Hempel.



The Hypotheses

• Atmospheric cosmic telluric changes
• Overcrowding
• Rough examinations
• The frightening priest’s bell
• Laying on their backs (not their sides)
• The autopsies



The Scientific Method
(very simplified)

• Formulate a hypothesis.
• Identify a prediction:  this is a particular testable consequence of the hypothesis.  
• Use a test to observe if this prediction comes true.  (The test must be such that 

you can share the results with others.)
• Reject the hypothesis if the prediction proves false, and continue to test the 

hypothesis if the prediction proves true.
• If more than one hypothesis passes this method (that is, if you have two different 

hypotheses neither of which has been refuted), chose (in order of preference):
– The one with the most predictive power
– The one that is most productive
– The one most coherent with your other theories
– The simplest one

NOTE:  No scientific theory is necessarily true.  Each scientific theory must be 
falsifiable. Falsifiability is captured in the fact that our predictions that are a 
consequence of our hypothesis must be such that it is possible to show them false.

Although a scientific theory is never necessarily true, what we can say is that our 
scientific theories are tested and have been shown to be our best explanations.



We use our hypothesis H to make a 
testable prediction P

• Given our hypothesis H, our prediction P must 
be such that it makes the following sentence 
true:

If our hypothesis H is true, then our prediction P is true.

• From this, we know:
– If the prediction P proves false, then logic tells us the 

hypothesis H is false.
– If the prediction P proves true, then logic tells us the 

hypothesis H may be true.



Another example:  Tiktaalik









Tiktaalik



1.4 Other methods?



Mysteries remain.
For example, math.

• We are not sure about how we learn creative new 
steps in mathematical methods.

• Maybe rationalism is true of mathematics?
• Or something else?

But!  Although we don’t know how we understand 
the most advanced methods of mathematics and 
logic, we consistently get reliable results from math 
and logic.  So the mystery does no harm.



Wait!  Do philosophers agree on 
anything?

• Most philosophers agree that:
– Scientific method is a reliable guide to learning about many 

physical phenomena
– Mathematical results are reliable
– Logical methods are reliable.

• (There is some disagreement about what science, math, 
and logic are, however.)

• Consider the consequences of this consensus: 
epistemology is most important when we either 
- ask about things that science or math cannot alone explain, or
- ask about what science and math and logic are and why they 

work.


